Meeting Agenda
The Provincetown Bicycle Committee will hold a Regular Meeting on Thursday,
October 10, 2019 at 2:00 PM at the Maushope Community Room, 44 Harry Kemp Way,
Provincetown.
Public comment is welcome throughout the meeting. Votes may be taken under any item.
Meeting Agenda:
1. Call to Order
2. Public Statements
3. New Business:
a. PeopleForBikes Annual Bike Survey (flyer attached): http://bikept.org/survey2019
b. Any business not anticipated 48 hours in advance of meeting
4. Committee Business
a. Committee Membership – renewals (Max, Karen); open alternate position
b. Approve minutes
c. Traffic Hearing Requests (attached)
5. Project Updates
a. Accessible bicycle program & bike storage (Tracy)
b. Outer Cape Bike Master Plan implementation
i. Cape Cod Commission Route 6 bike lane study report (attached)
c. Bike Racks & Repair Stations (Rik) http://bikept.org/map
i. Request for air pump at East End playground
d. Shank Painter Rd. planning process (Steve)
e. Conwell Street bike lanes & sidewalk (Steve)
6. Upcoming Schedule (see calendar: https://bikept.org/calendar)
a. Next regular meeting: Thursday, November 14, 2 PM @ Maushope Common Room,
44 Harry Kemp Way
b. Traffic Hearing: Monday, November 4, 5 PM in the Judge Welsh Room at Town Hall
c. Light Bright Bike Ride: Tuesday, December 31, 4:30 PM @ Library
7. Closing Member Statements
8. Adjourn
Rik Ahlberg, Chair

Posted by the Assiatant Town Clerk www.provincetown-ma.gov, 10/07/2019, 9:25 am AR
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Route 6 Truro – Provincetown Bike Lane Extension Study

Introduction and Background
U.S. Route 6 Route 6 is the primary road corridor serving the Outer Cape Cod towns
of Wellfleet, Truro, and Provincetown and is the only road connecting the three
communities. It is a popular route for bicycling, due in part to its directness and in
part to a lack of alternatives other than Shore Road/Route 6A, which has narrow
pavement width and no bicycle accommodations. With high traffic volumes in the
summer months, high vehicle speeds, and only partial separation from motor vehicles,
Route 6 can be uncomfortable and hazardous for even experienced cyclists. The
four-lane section through North Truro and Provincetown, with its minimal shoulders,
is particularly stressful.
In 2017 MassDOT installed bike lane symbols, new striping, and associated bicycle
signage on Route 6 from Lawrenceville Road in Wellfleet to South Highland Road in
North Truro. The northern extent of the bike lanes ends just south of where Route 6
changes from two-lanes to four-lanes. MassDOT provided the new markings in the
existing paved shoulder area in response to requests from Outer Cape communities to
provide bike lanes on the two-lane section of the highway corridor.
This study examines options for extending bicycle accommodations into the four-lane
section of Route 6 from Truro to Provincetown. The 2016 Outer Cape Bicycle and
Pedestrian Master Plan proposes a fully separated multi-use path on Route 6 as a
long term primary route through Truro and Provincetown. This study examines bike
lane extension as an interim accommodation that could be implemented without
extensive design or construction needs. A primary objective of the study is to learn
how people feel about potential alternatives.

STUDY AREA
The study area for this report (shown in Figure 1) consists of the four-lane section of
Route 6 from the Route 6/Shore Road (Route 6A) intersection in North Truro to
Herring Cove beach in Provincetown. The western extent of the study area, between
Shank Painter Road and Herring Cove, is part of project area for the Shank Painter
Road/Route 6 redesign project and is under design by the Town of Provincetown.
The proposed project includes Route 6 bicycle accommodations between Shank
Painter and Herring Cove.
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STUDY AREA

Western Segment Eastern Segment

Figure 1 - Study Area

RELATED PLANS/PROJECTS
The 2016 Outer Cape Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan proposes a
separated multi-use path on Route 6 as a long-term primary route
accommodation through Truro and Provincetown. The plan recommends
further study in a few locations, including the four-lane section of Route 6 in
Truro and Provincetown, to understand whether removal of one or more motor
vehicle lanes and re-allocation of the space for bicycle use (i.e. a “road diet”)
may be a feasible design alternative. The notion of a road diet came up during
development of the plan as a potential way to accommodate a multi-use path
in locations where wetlands or steep slopes adjacent to road would
preclude/constrain path construction.
Several bicycle and pedestrian projects are underway or proposed for Route 6
on the Outer Cape, including intersection redesign at the Route 6 and Shank
Painter Road in Provincetown; redesign of the Route 6 and Shore Road
intersection in North Truro, with extension of bike lanes to South Hollow
Road, and redesign of Route 6 and Main Street intersection in Wellfleet. See
Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Route 6 projects on the Outer Cape.
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Existing Conditions
U.S. Route 6 in the study area consists of four 12’ travel lanes with 2’ shoulders on
each side of the roadway. The eastern portion of the study area in Truro from Shore
Road to the Provincetown town line contains an undivided highway segment. This
section is problematic for bicyclists and pedestrians who wish to cross the wide
expanse of roadway. The roadside includes approximately 8’ of graded natural
surface that is often used by pedestrians. In the western portion of the study area,
the travel lanes are separated (divided) by a 50’ natural median. Side streets are
infrequently spaced, and local property access is limited. Route 6 cross-sections are
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Route 6 existing cross sections.

Within the study area, U.S. Route 6 is classified as a Principal Arterial which means
that it is considered important for regional mobility and with a lower emphasis on
local access. The relative infrequency of driveways and curb cuts is potentially
advantageous to bicyclists (assuming bicycle accommodations are provided) since
there is less turning traffic to contend with as compared to roads at lower
classifications. Roadway classification of study area roads is shown in Figure 4.
4
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Figure 4 - Roadway classification of study area roads.
Speed limits are generally set higher on roads such as Route 6 in comparison with
lower-classified roads and these roads generally carry higher traffic volumes. Figure
5 shows traffic volumes and speed limits on study area roadways. Speed limits on
Route 6 through most of the study area are set at 50 MPH except for a short section
near Herring Cove where the speed limit lowers to 30 MPH. Vehicle speed is a major
factor in bicyclists’ comfort and safety. Severity of injury and likelihood of fatality
increases dramatically with increases in motor vehicle speed when a collision occurs.
While Route 6A provides an alternate route with lower speeds, its lack of bicycle
accommodation is also a major concern for bicyclists.
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Figure 5 - Traffic volumes and speed limits
Source: MassDOT Roadway Inventory File

Traffic volumes on Route 6 within the study area and in the adjacent area of the
eastern/southern portions in Truro indicate that traffic volumes along 2-lane
segments in some cases exceed the volumes on some of the 4-lane segments, as
shown on the chart in Figure 6. Traffic volumes shown in Figure 5 represent Annual
Average Daily Traffic reported by MassDOT. These figures are estimates of the total
number of vehicles in a year divided by 365. The Summer Average Daily Traffic
shown in Figure 6 show results of Cape Cod Commission/MassDOT traffic counts
collected during typical summer weekdays.
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4 Travel Lanes

2 Travel Lanes

Route 6 Summer Average Daily Traffic Volumes

Figure 6 - Route 6 traffic volumes.
Sources: Cape Cod Commission/MassDOT
A review of the most recent 3-years of crash data supplied by the Massachusetts
Registry of Motor Vehicles shows that there was a total of 291 crashes in the study
area during 2014-2016(0 Fatality, 67 Injury, 205 Property Damage Only). The
locations of recorded crashes are shown in Figure 7. There were no bicycle or
pedestrian crashes recorded on Route 6 during this period. Most of the crashes were
reported for Route 6A or Commercial Street in Provincetown. A bicyclist was killed
by a motor vehicle on Route 6 in Provincetown in 2012.
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Figure 7 - Crash locations.
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Development of Alternatives
The project team developed three concepts for extension of the bike lanes and developed two
road cross sections for each alternative – one for the undivided portion of the highway
(eastern end) and one for the divided portion (western end). See figures of corresponding
cross-sections below.
Alternative 1
Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Alternatives Concepts
Widens Route 6 to add bike lanes on both sides
Removes one westbound lane (towards Provincetown) and repurposes the
space as a separated two-way bicycle lane. (repurposing a travel lane is
called a “road diet.”) Existing road footprint remains avoiding the need to
add more pavement.
Removes one westbound lane and one eastbound lane and repurposes the
space as bike lanes. (repurposing a travel lane is called a “road diet.”)
Existing road footprint remains avoiding the need to add more pavement.

CROSS SECTION ALTERNATIVES
While the western extent of the project’s study runs to Herring Cove, the alternatives and
cross sections developed for this report end at the Shank Painter Road intersection, which is
under redesign by the Town of Provincetown and is anticipated to include Route 6 bicycle
accommodations from Shank Painter Road to Herring Cove.

Concept plan of Town of Provincetown’s recommended improvements for Route 6 west of
Shank Painter Road. A multi-use path is shown on the south side of the road.
Alternative 1 (cross sections shown in Figure 8) includes 6’ of widening on each side of
Route 6 to create 1-way bike lanes in each direction. The bicycle lanes would be located
Route 6 Truro – Provincetown Bike Lane Extension Study
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adjacent to the 2’ shoulder in order to allow for a small amount of buffer space away from
motor vehicles as well as to avoid the need for relocation of existing roadway storm drains.

Figure 8 - Alternative 1 cross sections.

Alternative 2 (cross sections shown in Figure 9) includes the creation of a 10’ two-way
separated bike lane along the westbound side of Route 6. (This is the righthand side of the
road from the viewpoint of motorists traveling towards Herring Cove.) The bicycle lanes
would be located adjacent to a 4’ buffer area that would include flexible posts to help guide
motorists to stay in their lane. To avoid the need for new pavement construction, the space
for creation of the separated bike lane would necessitate the removal of the westbound travel
lane. A review of traffic volumes at Route 6 locations in and near the study area indicate that
remaining lanes are likely to retain sufficient capacity for expected traffic volumes. The
technique of repurposing a travel lane is called a “road diet” and has been a successful
strategy in improving safety and non-motorized accommodation in Massachusetts and
throughout the country.
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Figure 9 - Alternative 2 cross sections.
Alternative 3 (cross sections shown in Figure 10) includes the creation of 1-way separated
bike lanes along each side of Route 6. The bicycle lanes would be located adjacent to a 6’
buffer area that could include flexible posts that would help guide motorists to stay in their
lane. To avoid the need for new pavement construction, the space for creation of the
separated bike lane would necessitate the removal of a travel lane in each direction. A review
of traffic volumes at Route 6 locations in and near the study area indicates that remaining
lanes are likely to retain sufficient capacity for expected traffic volumes. The technique of
repurposing a travel lane is called a “road diet” and has been a successful strategy in
improving safety and non-motorized accommodation in Massachusetts and throughout the
country.
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Figure 10 - Alternative 3 cross sections.

PUBLIC OUTREACH AND INPUT
The project team created a web page for the project on the Cape Cod Commission
web site where it posted information about the public meeting, including the slide
presentation. To help gather public input about the alternatives, the web site
provided a link to an on-line survey.
October 17, 2018 Public Workshop
Cape Cod Commission staff held a public meeting in October 17 at the Truro Community
Center to hear public input on conceptual design alternatives for extending bike lanes through
the four-lane section of Route 6. About 20 people attended. The project team gave a slide
presentation with an overview of the alternatives concepts and showed roadway cross
sections for the alternatives. The audience asked questions about the alternatives and
engaged in an informal discussion. Several people asked about how a road diet would work.
Some also asked for clarification about how the bike lanes are related to the OCBPMP
proposed multi-use path along Route 6. One attendee expressed concern about investing
funds and constructing a short-term accommodation if it would be temporary and additional
12
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funds/construction would be needed for a long-term accommodation. Some attendees felt
that the four-lane section of Route 6 needs immediate improvements for bicyclists, but a few
suggested Route 6A is a better alternative for bicycling. Following the presentation, the
project team provided posters of the cross-sections and asked participants to note their
comments, positive and negative on each alternative. Written comments included the
following:
Workshop map comments. Participants were asked to provide comments in “+”
(positive) and “-“ (negative) categories.
Comments from October 17, 2018 Workshop Map
Divided Section (West)

Undivided (East)

Alternative 1

Most realistic.
Not enough separation.
-Pilgrim Lake constrained.
-Crossing to town/6A
-Impact on dunes
-Doesn’t reduce motor vehicle traffic
Consider two-way 10’ bike lane on bay
side, still keeping 2 lanes in and out of
town.

Most realistic solution, given opposition
from car people.
Must deal with people wanting to turn
on/off of Route 6 onto Route 6A
Don’t let state put grooves in pavement
that prevent bikes from passing slower
bikes.
Not enough space separation from
vehicles.
Not good at Pilgrim Lake.

Alternative 2

Like this. Allows emergency vehicles
southbound.
Better for emergency vehicles.
Better Provincetown support
We could do this right now.
Pilot project.
Crossings to town.
Reduce speed limit
Car lane too wide
Most bike friendly
Too much public opposition.
Great for 8 months
Not good for 4 months

This works. Like the posts.
Pilot program
Easiest to connect to Provincetown
Passing, turning alternatives

Encourages motor vehicle speed.
Not safe. Bike riders avoid this section

Need to do something
Not safe; most folks will not use.
Crash data: head-on injury; bike ped injury

Alternative 3

Do nothing/no
build

This is the safest for bikes, encourages
bike use.
This works too. Look to accommodate
emergency vehicles.

Public Survey
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The project team created an on-line survey and posted it on the Cape Cod
Commission website at the end of the public workshop. The purpose of the survey
was to see the level of community support for extension of the bike lanes and get
feedback on the alternatives.
The survey had a low number of respondents – only 33, which is not enough to get a
clear sense of public sentiment about a bike lane extension and a preferred
design/alternative. Survey participants, like workshop attendees, expressed general
support for providing new bicycling accommodations in the study area, but the
results do not identify a clear preference for one alternative. A notable difference
between the comments from workshop attendees and the survey results was that
workshop attendees indicated stronger support for alternatives with a road diet/lane
reduction. This may be because the workshop presentation included an explanation
of the road diet alternatives and the project team was able to answer questions about
the design. Survey respondents might not have received enough information about a
road diet to support it. See the attached appendix for detailed survey responses.
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Recommendations
The purpose of Route 6 Truro – Provincetown Bike Lane Extension study was to develop
alternatives for extending bike lanes into the four-lane section of Route 6 in North Truro and
Provincetown and gather feedback from the public. The bike lanes would provide a shortterm strategy to accommodate bicycles in the interim period before implementation of the
Outer Cape Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan proposed multi-use path. The project team
created three alternative designs and presented them in a public meeting, on the Cape Cod
Commission web site, and in an electronic survey.
While most workshop attendees and survey respondents expressed desire to improve
conditions for bicycling in Truro and Provincetown, public feedback was insufficient to
determine the level of public preference/support for one alternative over the others. Further
input – from community residents, road users (motorists and bicyclists), public safety
officials and public works staff - is needed to get a better sense of how to address bicycling
safety and planning on Route 6.
In addition, the project team recommends the following steps to help advance improved
bicycling safety in the two communities:
Continue to support the long-range vision of the Outer Cape Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan to provide a separated multi-use path on Route 6.
Conduct more investigation on road diet pilot projects across the Commonwealth.
This information would be useful to help communities understand how lane removal
projects have worked elsewhere.
Town bicycle committees should use this study to seek input from community
members on their preferences for bike lane extension.
Obtain more traffic data, particularly at peak season times. While the project team
believes a road diet is technically feasible, more summer traffic counts are needed to
determine how the road would function operationally at the busiest traffic times. If
the communities are supportive, Cape Cod Commission staff should consult with
MassDOT on Route 6 data collection.
Consider a pilot project to implement Alternative 2 or 3 (as these alternatives do not
require new pavement construction). The duration of the pilot project could be
limited to when the Outer Cape Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan preferred
alternative (Route 6 multi use path) is constructed.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Survey Results
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Provincetown Select Board
ANNUAL TRAFFIC HEARING PROPOSAL
Monday, November 4, 2019 at 5:00 p.m
Traffic Proposal #

This form must be returned to the Select Board’s office by October 1, 2019
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Rik Ahlberg on behalf of the Provincetown Bicycle Committee
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Town Hall
Telephone: _______________________________Email:
617-906-5077
_____________________________________
rik@bikeprovincetown.org
Signature: ______________________________________
Traffic Proposal/Problem (Describe in detail giving specific location)

Town has no default speed limit. As a result, the speed limit on
____________________________________________________________________________________
streets where no speed limit is posted is currently
____________________________________________________________________________________
30 MPH under Massachusetts General Law.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Your Specific Recommendation

Adopt a town-wide speed limit of 20 MPH or lower and evaluate
____________________________________________________________________________________
where higher speed limits may be appropriate (e.g., Snail Road).
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Traffic proposals should be brief and concise. Attach any supporting information, maps or photos.
Individuals filing traffic proposals or their representatives MUST attend the traffic hearing on
Monday, November 4, 2019 at 5:00 p.m. in order for the item to be considered

Adopt a Default
Speed Limit
Traffic Hearing Proposal
Fall 2019

Bike Provincetown
Provincetown Bicycle Committee

Adopt a Default Speed Limit
PeopleForBikes recommended that the town set a default speed
limit of 20 MPH or less for streets where no speed limit is posted:
http://bikept.org/cityrating2019

Provincetown took top honors nationwide
as the best street network for bicycling

•

State law sets a default speed limit of 30
MPH if no other speed is posted: http://
bikept.org/30mph

•

MA General Law Ch. 90, Sec 17c allows
municipalities to opt in to a 25 MPH speed
limit, but has no provision for a lower
speed: http://bikept.org/MGL17c

•

Speed limits along Commercial Street vary
from 30 MPH to 15 MPH

•

Some streets are signed as low as 5 MPH
(Freeman St., Arch St.)

Provincetown Bicycle Committee - Fall 2019 Traffic Hearing

Provincetown, MA | CITY SCORECARD
2019 OVERALL SCORE
The overall score is based on Ridership, Safety,
Network, Reach and Acceleration. It includes
publicly available data and data gathered from
our Community Survey, City Snapshot, and Bike
Network Analysis.

3.0

RIDERSHIP

Measures how many people are riding.

2.2

Bicycle commuting

1.4

Recreational bike riding

2.7

Perceptions of bike use

2.7

SAFETY

NETWORK

Measures how safe it is and feels to ride a bike.

Measures how well the bike network connects people to destinations.

2.1

All mode fatalities and injuries

1.5

Bicycle fatalities and injuries

2.5

Perceptions of safety

2.5

4.5

REACH

Measures how well the bike network serves everyone equally.

2.4

Demographic gap in BNA

‡

Bicycle commuting rates by gender

2.4

Bicycle Network Analysis (BNA)

5.0

Perceptions of network quality

2.6

ACCELERATION

Measures the city's commitment to growing bicycling quickly.
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Growth in bike facilities and events

1.3

Perceptions of progress

1.8

‡ Data unavailable
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TEN WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE
1

Quarterly for 24 months: Hold a new bike event. Consider open streets events.
Teach riding and mechanical skills to youth. Count attendees.

2

Next 12-24 months: Launch or expand public bike share. Use ambassador
programs to establish community leaders as system spokespeople. Count rides.

3

12 months: Identify high crash corridors and work with locals to find
infrastructure fixes. Measure baseline safety.

4

12 months: Cut default residential speed limits to 20 mph or less. Catalog
changes needed to bring streets to a 20 mph design speed.

5

Add comfortable bike lanes to destination-rich arterials. It will be hard but worth
it. Try to tackle at least one major arterial each year.

6

Think regionally: Consider links to suburbs, transit hubs, open spaces. Make at
least two new links each year. Track before/after data.

7

Partner with community groups on door-to-door surveys, focus groups, or other
personal outreach to assess transportation and recreation needs.

8

Analyze who isn’t biking in underserved areas, the barriers residents indicate,
and potential solutions.

9

Implement one pop-up event or pilot bikeway project this year using temporary
material: paint, planters, pallet furniture. Count attendees.

10

Choose one neighborhood, recruit local leaders and plan a full network of lowstress bikeways that can be built with interim materials in 24 months.

LEARN MORE CityRatings.PeopleForBikes.org

Thank you!

Bike Provincetown
Provincetown Bicycle Committee

Provincetown Select Board
ANNUAL TRAFFIC HEARING PROPOSAL
Monday, November 4, 2019 at 5:00 p.m
Traffic Proposal #

This form must be returned to the Select Board’s office by October 1, 2019
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Rik Ahlberg on behalf of the Provincetown Bicycle Committee
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Town Hall
Telephone: _______________________________Email:
617-906-5077
_____________________________________
rik@bikeprovincetown.org
Signature: ______________________________________
Traffic Proposal/Problem (Describe in detail giving specific location)

Existing signage along Commercial Street is inconsistent with
____________________________________________________________________________________
the long-standing exception for two-way bike travel. It is confusing
____________________________________________________________________________________
to drivers, people on bikes, and people walking on the street.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Your Specific Recommendation

Update signage along Commercial Street:
____________________________________________________________________________________
Add "except bicycles" to all signs that do not apply to people on
____________________________________________________________________________________
bikes (one-way, do not enter, no turn); remove the redundant
____________________________________________________________________________________
green 2-way caution signs; install updated "two-way
____________________________________________________________________________________
bicycle" caution signs facing motor vehicles along the street; and
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
remove the obsolete "walk the line" signs to reduce sign clutter.
____________________________________________________________________________________
See attached slides additional for details.
Traffic proposals should be brief and concise. Attach any supporting information, maps or photos.
Individuals filing traffic proposals or their representatives MUST attend the traffic hearing on
Monday, November 4, 2019 at 5:00 p.m. in order for the item to be considered

Commercial St.
2-Way Signage
Traffic Hearing Proposal
Fall 2019

Bike Provincetown
Provincetown Bicycle Committee

Commercial Street
is two-way for bikes
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Problem
Current signs and pavement markings tell drivers and
people on bikes that they’re going the wrong way
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Prior Work
• “2-way Bike Traffic” signs
were installed at some
intersections in 2011
• Two-way sharrows designed
by Julian Popko were trialed
in 2012 but not repainted
after repaving
• 2016 request to revise
one-way signage was
recommended by staff but
not approved by the Select
Board
Provincetown Bicycle Committee - Fall 2019 Traffic Hearing
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Except Bicycles
Commonly used to indicate that “do not enter,” “one-way,”
or “no turn” signs do not apply to people on bicycles

Example in Montreal

Example in Boston
http://bit.ly/1TzTDQn
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Example in Brussels, Belgium
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One-Way Sign
EXISTING

PROPOSED

EXCEPT

These green signs are at 15 cross-streets
where vehicles turn onto Commercial Street
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Do Not Enter Sign
EXISTING

PROPOSED

EXCEPT
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Two-Way Caution Sign
Lets drivers know to expect oncoming bicycles
Rennes, France

French standard

San Francisco, CA

PROPOSED

Modified MUTCD W6-3
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Two-Way Caution Sign
EXISTING

Inconsistent and infrequent
Provincetown Bicycle Committee - Fall 2019 Traffic Hearing

PROPOSED

Modified MUTCD W6-3
as recommended by NACTO
9

Recommended Signage
EXCEPT

EXCEPT
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Summary of Request
1. Remove the 20 outdated “Walk the line” signs
2. Replace the green “2-way bike traffic” signs with
“except bicycles” on all one-way signs
3. Add “except bicycles” to “do not enter” and
“no turn” signs
4. Add yellow “two-way bicycle” diamond signs at
1/2-mile intervals.
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Sign Count
Signs

Change

-20

Remove “Walk the line” signs*

-15

Remove green 2-way bike signs

-2

Remove yellow & white bike caution signs

6

Add “except bikes” to “do not enter” signs

5

Add yellow diamond 2-way bike caution signs

20

Add “except bikes” to “one-way” signs

-6

Net decrease in signs

* “Walk the line” signs were installed in 2010 along with the painted “green line”
that was subsequently removed
Provincetown Bicycle Committee - Fall 2019 Traffic Hearing
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Thank you!

Bike Provincetown
Provincetown Bicycle Committee

